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GOVERNMENT TRANSACTIONS .IN THE CONTEXT OF THE SYSTEM

;

-. ...

.

1'

. '

' T.

■ ' . ■ ■

INTRODUCTION

!•
This paper aims at setting the -transactions of the public sector,
in perspective against the. "background of- SNA.
The present SNA treats ■'■

these.transactions-in considerably greater detail than its predecessor,

introduces new distinctions, and alters certain, definitions, trea^ents
and classifications.... In: the light of'the great and expanding rpieof the
sector in the total economy of most countries,

the need for fuller and

'iDbr«l pertinent'information can be seen to be a natural development.
2*

Th'e present paper is concerned, with (i) clarifying ..the definitions

andr.eiassifications of the transactors composing the public sector ajid-

(ti)-elucidating the relationship of the public sector in its major

aspects to. the system, as a whole.

Definitions of the various categories

of transactions* details :6f the classifications employed, and problems:'
and^practices of compiling estimates are considered in another paper...

3« ■

As in the- case of. the., former SNA, the new version does not actually

distinguish a "public sector" as one of the basic sectors, except in
oonneotioh- with the system as adapted to the needs of developing countries.
Nevertheless, it does identify as public bodies the divisions or.sub^

sectors which together form what may conveniently be termed the public
^sector.
Thus, the distinction between private and public transactors is
• a basiO: one throughout the system.
.
...
:

IIo

THE. SCOPE OF' THE PUBLIC SECTOR

-.

4.Before dealing with the structure of the new SNA and the .treatment
of public bodies and their transactions in this system, it will be helpful
to indicate briefly the scope of the public sector.
The manner in which

SNA divides the entire economy into sub-sectors or categories of transactors

andthe precise relationship to these divisions of the various public
transactor units, will be considered later.

5.

Because:the transactors of the public sector are defined and,g?ouped

-differently:;in the various accounts and tables, the public sector can be
described from two, points of view: as a collection of institutional-type

financial deoision^raaking entities and,as a collection of establishm-ent-

type. producing units.
The first point of view is appropriate when-dealing
■with- the statistics of income, outlay and capital finance (that is, the

financing of gro'ss accumulation and financial dealings), the second,when
focusing on production, consumption expenditure and capital formation*

6.

In the broadest institutional terms; the public sector consists of

general government and public corporate and quasi-corporate enterprises.

General government embraces.all the departments or ministries and:other

agencies of central, state'and local authorities accounted for in-the*
ordinary budget'or in extraordinary budgets or extra-budgetary funds-.

These bodies are. concerned with such activities as administration, defence,

e/ch.u/nac/38
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public order, education, health, community and social services, and the
promotion and regulation of economic growth and welfare. Socxal security
schemes covering large sections of the population are included, tat not
separate pension funds for government employees alone except *"ethe
reserves are invested exclusively in government securities, .^addition
to general government in the narrower sense, it is also convenient *> .

incfude herf the non-profit institutions which are ^"^/^f^

financed and- controlled by public authorities irrespective of whether,
they" eerve

households,

business or government itself*

7.
-The corporate and o^asi-corporate enterprises falling in thepublic
sector produce goods and services for sale to the public and are fully

is "and cash required for current operations and capital development

._; ordt'arS ^'appropriated fro. these fundr. ^^-Xan^S#
on the other hand, are not subject to. these constraints.

^J^ n^_

-i'nsWtional sectoring the main distinction is between financial and
nori—financial

8.

ae statistical units of .rhich general government is composed

sub-sectors-, central government, state and 1°°^^™^' ^f so01al
security funds.

As regards public

enterprises,

which such information is obtaina"bleo

units,

III.

TO

5HE ACCOUNTING STRUCTURE OF THE NEW Sff-A

■

■

The accounting structure underlying SNA is an extension of throne

»«(*■
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outlayfa—t
* T^I™ aOOO'»*' an appropriation (or income and
tiay; account, a capital reconciliation account, and an external account.

£e st^dard1e+hofe £" ^■twelve conceptually distinct sector accounts,

three SedLrt^

f

actually presented is lifted to six, of vhich

(3) a do^esiic .

^1C, pr°duotion aoo°™t, (2) a national income account,

ttey are- (l?» iT.ti^V *"* apltal reo<riliati°n ^Wccounts.
^r

i

OaPltal formation account for the whole economy, ()

economy also d1v1

'

edc.lnto. ouyrent aHft^Jtai,reconciliation ^

I* ^ °ld SySt6n in «53, increasinginterest
f6^16! ^fS f°r +h ^''?^ Production

indicates

!•

Class I accounts

E/CN.14/NAC/38
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2.

Class

II accounts

15.
The accounts of Glass II, which are production, consumption
expenditure and capital formation accounts, represent ft two-way decomposi
tion of the gross domestic product and expenditure account for the nations
by class of goods and services and by ;kind of industry or other category

of producer.
The first sub-set of accounts pertains to the supply and
disposition of goods and services, and consists of separate accounts for
commodities proper, defined in SNA as goods and services intended for
sale at a price that covers their cost of production, and other goods and
services*. The typical account show3 for a given "broad class of commodi
ties (e-g. the characteristic products of agriculture, hunting, forestry
and Ashing, combined) their use in intermediate or final consumption by

industries, "producers of government' services, "households,, and so on, ancl
their-supply by the industry producing these characteristic products, other
producers of government services,

16.

imports,

etc.

The second sublet consists ,of production accounts for (i) individual

indust^s-defined broadly,

(ii) the producers of government services,

;.

and (Ui) the producers of domes-tic^household services and private non-

profit services, rendered to households.

The account for a given class ot .

producer shows on one side its gross output broken down into its
characteristic products and other products, and on the other such items as

intermediate consumption and the components of value added.

17.
as

;

For the producers of government services +he account is arranged
follows:,

;

Producers of Government Services;

1.2.2
1.3.1

Intermediate consumption
Compensation of employees

1/3.4

Indirect

1-3*3

Consumption of fixed capital
Gross

taxes
input

Production Account

1.1.5

Services produced for

1.1.4

Non-commodity sales

1.1.2

Commodities produced

own

use

Gross output

.

E/CN.14/NAC/38
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Thus,

three categories of government

services are distinguished in gross

output:
services produced for the governments own use (i.e. government
final consumption expenditure), non—commodity sales, and commodities
produced* 1/

1/ The coding of the transactions in SNA requires a word of explanation*
The code for any entry is intended to reveal the type of transactors1
along with the class and category of
transaction to which it belings.
The basic transactors1 accounts are
six in number and Carry the following one-digit code:

account in which it occurs,

Production account
Consumption expenditure account
Income and outlay account
.

1
2
3

Capital formation account
Capital finance account
External transactions

4
5
6

The classes of transactions are represented by the following codes

Supply of goods and services
Disposition of goods and

1

services

2

Value added

3

Distributed national income and
factor income
Casualty insurance transactions

4

5

Unrequited current transfers and
disposable income
6
Balancing items and transactions
on capital account n,eaco
other than financial claims
Transactions in financial

Financial assets
Liabilities

Each such transaction class is in turn divided into categories also
bearing code numbers (these are not shown here; see ppo 149-51 of SKA.)
The first digit of the code for any transaction indicates the basic

account to

which it belings;

the

second digit shows the class and the

third the catego^ v Force categories are sub-divided necessitating a

fourth digit).

Thus, the first digit of the code 1.2*2 for the item

"intermediate consumption" appearing in the account for producers

of government services above signifies that it occurs in a production
account,

the second digit that it is part of the class denoted

"disposition of goods and services," while the last digit refers to
the category identified as "intermediate consumption,

government services,,"

7

claims*

producers of

8
9

E/CN.U/NAe/38
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18.

Non-commodity sales refers.to goods and services for which only a

nominal

charge

is made,

while

the

last item refers

to

goods or

services

which would "be treated as commodities of government industries (rather than
output of government services) but for the impracticability of treating
the producing units involved as separate establishments, e.g. own-account
construction and ancillary activities such as printing where these play a
minor role in a government department, sales of museum reproductions, and

handicrafts produced uj incia'ce& of pu'oiic institutions.
The distinction
between commodities and other goods and services is further explored below?
19*

While the production account shown above,

it may be noted,

has no

analogue in the old SNAF it resembles closely in form account CG.a of

table- 21 (Account for current transactions in goods and services) of the

United Nations A- Manual for Eoonomic and Functional Classification of
Government Transactions, Iferr York, 1958> P« 124.
The account, however,
is limited to

20*

central

government*

The gross output of government services is valued at cost, no element

of operating surplus being included in value added,

for instance in

connection with office buildings owned and occupied by the government.
The costs relate to the intermediate consumption of commodities and other

goods and services,

the compensation of employees,

the consumption of fixed

capital and any indirect taxes paid directly.

3«

Class III accounts

21. The Class III accounts are a deconsolidation of the income and outlay
(national disposable income and its appropriation) and capital finance
accounts.of Class I into similar accounts for each of the five institutional
sectors of the system, i.e.

(i) non-financial enterprises, corporate and

quasi-corporate, (ii) financial institutions, (iii) general government,
(iv) private non-profit institutions serving households, and' (v) households,
including private unincorporated non-finaiwlil enterprises.
The income
and outlay account for each sector shows the main forms in which the ^

resident transactors receive and allocate their income, while the capital
finance account shows in one part the forms in which real capital assets
are accumulated and the sources of finance, and in the other the sector1s
financial

transactionso

22. In:the accounts of the general government-sector, transactions between
the various levels of government are consolidated to direct attention- to the
transactions with other sectorSn
The accounts in question are reproduced
below.

■■.'-...■

E/CN.H/NAC/38
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Account 3.
3.2,20

.3*4.6 ,

3.5*1
3.3.5
3.6.4

3.6.5
3.6.6

Final .constumptiori expenditure

Property income

-

;

,

3.6.9
3.7-1

.. .

3.3.2

Subsidies

-

.

.Social security benefits .
Social assistance grants
Current -transfers to private
'

serving households

Operating surplus

3.4-5« Withdrawals from entrepreneurial

- 1. Interest on public debt
3- Rent; ;
. -.
■
■ . .. i
-Net casualty insurance premiums 3^4*7

non-profit institutions

3.6.8

Income and outlay account

income of quasi-corporate govern

ment enterprises ..-

Property income1« Interest
2.0 Dividends

3a Rent

Current transfers n.e.ca to:

.

■

3.6,1

2*:Q+.her indirect taxes
Direct,taxes
_ . ■ - ■..

Import

dv-ties-

1. On income

■ ■

■' ■

' . .,

.
,

„
T;

;;■ •.,■.-■

■

.

".'.
■.

■ .

,

2O- Not elsewhere classified

3»6O2

Saving (C 5.7.1)

■

.

Casualty insurance, claims
Indirect taxes
- ■ . ■...
1:«

1. Residents
2. The rest of the world

, !

3.5»2
3-.3.4

Unfunded employee welfare
benefits

..

Compulsory,fees,- fines and

penalties

6»3

..■■..■

..,,"■

Sorial security contributions

3.6<,7

Unfunded employee welfare

~"

oontributions -imputed

._

lo Residents
2. The res+ of the world

■ ■
—

3 «6:c 10.Current transfers n.e.c. from:
Disbursements

Receipts

Account 3o . Capital finance

5-2.5

5-2.-6

Increase in stocks

Gross fixed Capital formation

5.7.4 .Purchases of land, net

5.7.5r. Purchases'.of intangible assess
.

5.7.8:

n.e.c,

net

Net,lending. (C 5o769);p
Gross accumulation

'

'

:-- ''"

5.-7.1... Saving (03.7a)
5"3*3 Consumption' of fixed capital
5.°7>6 /Capi-fca^
io

.

i^o

transfers, net, from:

Residents

"Tne .rest of the world

.Finance of gross accumulation

E/CH.14/NAC/38
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Account 5 (Cont'd) Capital finance account

5.8.1
5.8.2

Gold
Currency and transferable

5-7.9
■
deposits 5.9.2

Of which by central government,
liability of:
1.
Resident institutions

5-9.4

Other

deposits

Bills and bonds,

short-term

5.8.5

Bonds,

5.8.6

Corporate equity securities, in
cluding capital participations

5.8.7

Short-term

long-term

loans,

Currency issued by the
and transferable
Other

treasury

deposits

deposits

Bills and bonds,

short-terra

■
5.9.5 Bonds, long-terra
Short-term loans n.e.c.
5.9.7
5.9.8 Long-term loans n.e.o.
9.9.11 Other liabilities

ii. Rest of the world

5-8,35.8.4

5*9.3

Net lending (C 5*7*8)

■

'

12 and

13

n.e.c.

Long-term loans, n.e.c.
5.8.8
5.8.10 Proprietors1 net additions to

the

accumulation of quasi-corporate
government enterprises

5.8.11 Other financial assets
12

and

13
Net acquisition of financial assets

Net incurrence of liabilities plus
net lending

23. On the receipts side of account 3, which corresponds to the general
government current account in the former- SNA, the item for operating surplus
refers only to the surplus of ancillary units such as printing plants and

naval dockyards mainly servicing government departments, and of other

^ -~

government enterprises which sell to the public but operate on_a small scale
and are highly integrated financially with the public authorities. The ,
income earned by other government enterprises is shown under withdrawals
from entrepreneurial income of quasi-corporate government enterprises. .%
these two forms of receipts are added other property incomes (for instance,
dividends from public corporations), tax revenues, social security c°ntri^
butions, etc On the disbursements side are shown consumption expenditure,

payments of property income, subsidies, the various categories of transfers,

and saving.

A similar account, but for central government only* l^to be

"found in the manual on government transactions:

account Ca, current

„.

account of Table 22, p. 130.

24.

Saving, the balancing item of account 3, is taken down into the

panel of amount 5, where other capital receipts, including capital consumtion,
are added.

The sum matches gross capital accumulation, or the sector s

acquisition of real assets and its net lending.

Purchases of land and

intangible assets n.e.c. (e.g. the rights to exploit mineral Resits,
forests and the like, copyrights, trademarks) are shown separately from

gross capital formation because they do not add to the country's stock

of capital.

The lower panel shows the changes in financial assets and

E/CN.14/NAC/38
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liabilities which make up

the

sector1 s net lending.

The

two

9

sides of this

panel balance since net lending, which is recorded on the liabilities side,
ia the excess of net financial assets acquired during the period over
liabilities incurred. _ The upper panel is comparable with the capital

reconciliation account of general government included in old SWA,
transactions itemized in

system.!/

but the

the lower panel are of course omitted from that""'"

Tab new system thus carries the analysis of general government

further in the direction ox revealing its financial activities.
4*

Standard tables

25*
The standard accounts described are supported and supplemented by a set
of standard tables showing the details of important flows and alternative
classifications of major aggregates.
The +ables relating to Accounts II are

numbered 1 to 7- (and in constant prices, 8 to 16) , those relating to Accounts
III are numbered 17 to 25.

The last table (26) provides details on the

external flows of the economy in support of the corresponding account of .
the Class I accounts«
.
... ,.

26. Many of these tables call for detailed information on the public sector.
The current-price data required to be shown explicitly (beyond those
appearing in the standard accounts or merged in the tables with data for

the private sector) can be summarized as follows:

Class of
transactors

Transaction

Standard classifica-

oategcries

tion applied to

Table
" reference

transactions

Producers of govern

Gross output,

ment

to

services

gross

contribution

domestic product

Producers of govern

Final consumption expendi

ment-, services

ture; according to

Kind of economic

1

activity
Purpose

4

Kind of economic

7

cost

composition

Producers of govern

Gross, capi-tal formation .

ment services:

Public corporate and

activity
Domestic' factoj* incomes

quasi—corporate

Kind of

activity

enterprises

Public corporate and

Capi tal transactions (i.e.

quasi-corporate

saving and other capital

enterprises

receipts-,

economic

17

19

composition of

real capital accumulation,

financial transactions)
General government
and sub—sectors

Income and outlay and

capi tal transactions
(of. Accounts 3 and 5

21

of general'government

above)-.

1/ The transactions covered in both panels of account 5 are, however, to be

found in the manual combined in account C.b, capital account of table 22,
pp.l31-2o Apart from differences in the categories of items shown, the
manual account refers to central government inclusive of government enterpriseso

E/CN.14/HAC/38
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Standard classification applied to

Transaction

Class of

Ca.tego.ri.es

transactors

Ta"ble
reference

transactions

General government

22

Purpo se

Selected outlays:
fii;al c^-.aump-tien sxpendi ture, subsi di es, so cial
security benefits,

.

other unrequited transfers,

gross capital formation,
capital transfers,
loans,

General government
and public financial
institutions

etc

Financial

transactions

Financial

transactions

24

and

detailed

sub-sectors

Monetary

system

(central bank, other
monetary

institutions,

monetary

functions

of the treasury)

IV,

PROIUCING UNITS AS TRANSACTORS AND THE CATEGORIES OF PROKJCERS

27e
In order to understand how the transactions of the public sector are
handled in the system, it is necessary to consider the classes of transactors
as they figure in the various accounts and tables.
As indicated above,

SNA'defines and groups transactors differently in different parts of the

system.
Two main classes of transactors are used, one comprising producing
units and relevant to the production, consumption expenditure and capital

formation accounts, the otner consisting of financial units appropriate
to the income and outlay, capital finance and balance sheet accounts,,
Since
the smallest observable units in which production decisions are taken are
of the establishment type, the classification of transactors for purposes

of Accounts II and their supporting tables consists of such units.

Financial

decisions, on the other hand, are made by companies or enterprises rather
than by their constituent■establishments, so that entire enterprises are

the logical units of observation and classification for Accounts III and
the tables associated with them.. In the case of most small .firms, of course,
the company consists of only a single workshop, factory, mine pr the like
so that the distinction just drawn disappears.
In all other cases the unit
of observation and classification relevant to financial decisions will be
larger

than the individual

establishment*

. .

E/CN.14/NAC/38
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^'aTe made »p chiefly^of\private business establishments
description,- including financial institutions, the term also

ife

provifed only that

are
Si iWcMa^Prnt^f^*0.^
«SEl^d aS S<*ara^ ^W^nts
* L , >"
Governmental bodies providing services of a regulatory

nature,-.for.instance, issuing passports, conducting driving fesfsfa»I the
like, are excluded even if their services are ohar|ed for in full te
hold true of units whose sales are only incidental to their chief function

3.:p
3:p-r:^:x^ sfsKsfta stss
to be delineated.

30i 'Kid producers-of government Services.are recognized as a separate
' :
category for a number of reasons^ the fact that the services are not sold

a^d
flTt y T ^V™n^-^ich isregarded as +he final consumerf' '
and the absence of an operating surplus together with +he"large element '

o± employee compensation in their cost of production.

31. / to;proctacers of; "g6v4rnment .services ■include "all the government ""

departmen-ts, Agencies and-either public bodie's '.forming the 'bulk of general ■

'

govern^nt.- -^ broa* intention is t^ include here 111 'uh^s servSg as " "
instruments ofpuhlic policy with the exception of such establishments as "

o^p !Jn1wrPriSeS an? fcil1^,bodies and other government activities
°P"a+th
* ".°?m5er.Ol»1 basis and distinguishable for tie departments in .
jM?^erty af lodged;; These, ;as we have seen, are treated as ■industries.

in. addition to those ■•gofvdrnment bodies .covered in the ordinary budget' '
units ac^ounted;for in eitraor'dinary budgets or in 'extra-budgetary funds, :

llT™~e social jecurity schemes,' are included, ald.ng'with those'no.ri--

profit msti-hitions financed or controlled ^public authorities and
desenbea earlier as falling within general government. " '' '
■ "

^l ^uS

'll

°f WhiCh puWiC indus^i^ are formed, ' and on ttie

of which they can be divided up according to type of economic activity,

E/CIJ.14/NAC/38
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are simpler to specify than the analogous units for the producers of
government services*

In the case of public industries the units are

individual establishments, these being the smallest entities from which
data on outputs and inputs can be collected.
The main problems arising
here have to do with outlays'on overhead services, for instance central
administration, sales, warehousing and advertising.
More or less arbitrary
decisions regarding the allocation of such common services are unavoidable
unless the owning enterprise is able to provide pertinent data.
Where an
enterprise consists of establishments at different looations all engaging
in the same form of major activity, the whole enterprise can be taken as
the producing unit unless data are also needed on a geographical basis.
33.
In the case of the producers of government services, the units selected
have to be homogeneous enough to permit services to be divided up according
to kind of economic activity and purpose served,. The need for homogeneity
will of-ten come up against a data barrier, since the requisite information
for classifying these producers data on production and its cost composition
and on capital formation - will ordinarily be available only for the larger
administrative units, such as departments, "bureaux or other major divisions

(although employment data may be readily available for smaller units).

The

classification schemes applied to the producers of government services have
been kept broad for

34.

this reason.

Just how far down the administrative hierarchy it will be possible and

desirable to go in the selection of appropriate units depends on the account
ing practices and organization of the government, as well as on the extent

to which the purposes and kind of activity carried on coincide at given levels
of administration.
If project and performance budgeting, with its emphasis
on identifying homogeneous activities or work programmes, is practised widely,
it may prove possible to make use of somewhat more detailed administrative

units in certain departments than would be possible otherwise.

In general,

it will be necessary to choose smaller administrative divisions when
dealing with the central government than with state and local governments

because of the greater complexity of the former.

35.
Where, a government-department serves a single major purpose and engages
only in activities of a kind subservient to that purpose, the department as a
whole forms a suitable statistical unit.
This would be the case, for instance.
with a department concerned exclusively with operating schools or supplying

sanitary services. Usually, however, even if a single broad purpose is served;
the activities carried out will fall under different headings. Fox example,
a department of defence may be devoted solely to the purposes of national
defence but may carry on a wide variety of. activities in addition to
administering the armed forces - conducting research, providing education,
maintaining hospitals and other facilities for veterans and servicemen, and
so on".
Such a department would be too large and heterogeneous to be taken
as a single unit for classification purposes;

divisions for which separate

data could be procured would have to be used.

36.

In practice questions may arise regarding the proper classification of

certain units as between industries and producers of government services.

E/CN.14/NAC/38
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There are many departments and agencies that defray a part of the cost of

the services they provide by making sales to the.public on a small scale*
Example would be' charges for admission to public museums and for books

furnished to students at public schools.
Such incidental sales cannot
reasonably be viewed in isolation and there would +hus be little advantage
in trying to segregate them from'the other transactions of the producers

of government services.

These cases are to be distinguished from those

in which an entire agency which charges for its services according to use
is operated at a commercial loss as a matter of policy.
An intention to
earn a profit is not an essential characteristic of a government enterprise,,

needless to say.
Political decisions regarding pricing policy generally
depend on the purposes for which an organization along commercial lines wa,s

established in the first place,'

Such purposes include earning revenue by

exercising monopoly powers over the production or distribution of such
commodities as matches and alcoholic beverages; subsidizing the prices

of basic foodstuffs or raw materials by trading in them;

stabilization of

the incomes of primary commodity producers b"y the use of marketing boards;
provision of basic nation-wide services through postal and.rail systems
and the like; and the establishment of desirable local enterprises requiring
heavy capital investment or having a low commercial return.
37.
Difficulties in classifying government bodies as industries of producers
of government services commonly o'ccur in such fields as health, education
and cultural and recreational activities.
Publio schools and hospitals,
national theatres and parks, and the like are reasonably treated as public
industries only where"their charges or fees are set to take into account the
cost of providing the full rarige of services.
A similar problem may arise
in the' financial sphere.
Certain departments may engage in extending loans

as an incidental part of their overall operations;

an example would be the

making of loans to farmers by a "department of agriculture;
If the loans
are not made by an agency within the department specifically organized for
this purpose and provided with a separate fund, the department*s loan
activities' should not be segregated from its other services.
But if the

lending operations are actually centralized in suoh an agency, it is preferable
to make the'separation even though* the agency is closely integrated'with 'the
department :by virtue of its not being free to raise capital in the market
(in some instances agencies set up and closely controlled by the treasury
or financ.e ministry, e.g. to assist in the management of debt operations,

may engage in "borrowing;).
38.

_

. ,

The accounts of Class II showing the supply and disposition of goods

and services separate "commodities" from "other goods and services."
In
this context the term commodity refers to goods and services normally
intended for sale on the 'market at a price covering the cost of" production,;
Since industries produce only commodities, most commodities originate in
industries or are

imported. .

"

*

"

39*
The other goods and services are supplied by the producers of
government services and private non-profit services or by households; they
may also be imported, impoTted goods and services being the direct purchases
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from abroad by producers of government, services on current account-*
by resident households.

Some part of the output of these producers,

and

however, consists of commodities.
In the case of government, these are the
sales made to industries, and any own-account construction and output
of ancillary units serving government departments which cannot as a

practical matter be segregated into separate establishments and included
with industries;

wher° . -he;.' "b'Ooiig in principle*

40.
In addition, certain sales to households by producers of government
services may be classed as commclities, specifically sales that take place

at a price approximating the full cost of production, e.go text books sold

by public schools and hospital services for which the full charge is made to

certain patients*, Nominal .admission charges to public museums and nominal
or extra charges (where the basic care is free5) for hospital services are
regarded as non—commodity sales,

Vo.

FINANCING UNITS AS TRANSACTORS AND THE INSTITUTIONAL SECTORS

41o
In Accounts"III the transactor units are of a different sort from those
just described' since these accounts and their supporting tables involve

income and outlay and capital transactions.
In the case of public corporate
and quasi-oorporate enterprises the basic unit of observation and classifi

cation is the enterprise taken as a whole,

these units are grouped into

institutional sectors and sub-sectors mainly on the basis of whether they

are engaged in.non-financial or financial business and on the nature of
their financial activities. No distinction is made in this connection be+ween
public corporations and large (unincorporated) government enterprises; the
latter, denoted'quasi-corporate enterprises, are likely to have sizeable
sums in working balances and trade credit. Moreover, the extent to which
large public undertakings are actually incorporated varies from country

to country so that treating the two' forms together serves to improve
international comparability. SNA also calls for classifying data for

public corporations and quasi-corporate enterprises according to kind-of
economic activity so "as to reveal the associated differences in financial
behavior*.

...

.

.-.,..

42, General government forms a separate institutiion'al sector, with subsectors distinguishing (l) central government, (2> the various lower levels
of government taken together, and (3.) social security funds*
Since the
transactions .entering into the government's income and outlay and Capitalfinance accounts are not grouped by kind of economic activity,

transactor

units homogeneous in this respect are no"+ needed and the organs of

government corresponding to the three sub-sectors can be used. For
classifying loans, transfers, subsidies, grants and similar outlays
according to purpose, as required in SNA,government accounting records

■

should prove adequate.
In other word3, individual transactions of this
nature can be used as the.unit of observation and classification.'
1/ Purchases from abroad on capital account by the .producers of government

services are treated as commodities.

They are distinguished from

purchases imported on current account in the record of external trans-■

actions (cf. table 26 of SNA).

Page

43. Minor government enterprises dealing with the public which hold email
working balances and are highl;*. integrated with public authorities (e.g.

restaurant services and the letting of buildings to government employees)

and ancillary enterprises or agencies are included in the sector for general

government*

The same is trv.- of those saving and lending institutions

which are financially integrated with government or which lack
either to acquire financial assets, or incur liabilities in the
market. Ail these bodies, ~oy contrast, are treated as part of
industries rather than producers of government services in the
accounts

44.

and tables,,

the authority
capital
public
Class II

Instances will occur in which the line between public and private

enterprises is difficult to draw,
These cases involve corporations whose
ownership or control is mixed- Whether a corporation is a public enterprise
turns on the question of ownership and/or control.
In SKA the public
authorities are considered to be the owners if they hold a majority of
the shares or'other form of financing equity*
This accords with the
criterion which is most widely applied in practice in countries in which
mixed participation occurs0 As regards the more difficult question of
control, public control can be assumed to exist if the government chooses
most of the board of directors or managing directors, or provides the staff,

or specifies policies and practices in detail* Control implies essentially
that the management of the organization is subject to political decision.
Needless to say> the mere fact that a corporation is subject to regulatory
powers of a general kind is in itself not evidence that it falls within
the public

45*

spherec

The institutional sectors and sub-seators into which the public

transactors are grouped are shown belownl/

In terms of this classification,

the public sector is composed of the legal entities forming lb, 2a9 2b(ii),
2o(ii), 2d(ii) and all of 3.

1«

Non-financial enterprises, corporate and. quasi-corporate (i.e.,

important unincorporated businesses that keep'complete accounts)

a©

Private

■

b«

Public (non-financial public corporations: and large

government enterprises selling mainly to -the public)

The remaining sector ocover (I) "private non-profit, institutions .
serving households and (2) households, including private nori-fihancial

unincorporated enterprises.
^.11 descriptions of-all sectors and:
sub-sectors are given in table 5«1 of SNA*
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2.

financial institutions,

corporate and quasi-corporate

a.

Central "bank (public)

tu

Other monetary institutions

c.

(i) Private
(ii) Public
Insurance companies and pension funds
(i) Private
(ii) Public

d.

.

Other financial institutions

.

(i) Private
(ii) Public

3.

.

,:

■ ■ ' :

:

■"'

General government (departments and their offshoots, including
small and ancillary enterprises and certain saving and lending
.

bo'dies*
social security funds;
non-profit institutions
■
serving government plus those serving households/and business

: . which are mainly government financed or controlled)•
a-

Central .-.

a.

Social security funds

b.

46.

. ■

.

State 'and local ■

.

.

.
.. .

■

■ . ■

■...''•■

Insofar as the public sector is concerned, this sectoring differs

from that of the former SNA mainly in the following respects;

"(i)

Public financial and non-financial enterprises are separated
and the

(ii)

former are also

sub-divided;.

Ancillary agencies, small enterprises that are highly integrated
with public authorities, and certain public saving and lending
bodies,, are included in the general...government sector;

'"'-'

(Hi)

non-profit bodies

serving households or business

aufce^pi-i-ee

are also included in the general government sector; and

(iv)
■ :

47.

Non-profit institutions mainly serving government and certain

Social security funds are identified as a distinct subsector of general government.

The sectoring in the present SNA can also be contrasted with that

of the United Nations A Manual for Economic and Functional Classification

of Government Transactions.

The diagrams following depiot the sectors o±

the economy distinguished in the manual and the sub-sectors of what is
there called the "government sector."

48.

Just as SNA does not distinguish a government sector in the manual

sense, the concept of a public sector is not used in designing the
classification schemes of the manual, although the term is employed and
defined there.

In the terminology of the manual, the public sector

consists of the government sector plus independent public bodies.

Since
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the latter comprises independent public enterprises (the equivalent

of public corporations) and independent public institutions serving house
holds and enterprises (roughly corresponding to fthe non-profit bodies
included in general government in SNA), the coverage of the public sector
is almost the same as. in the present SKA.
VI.

49-

THE BTIU3TRIAL AND PURPOSE CLASSIFICATION

The scheme for +he classification by kind of economic activity

consists of the major[divisions, divisions and major groups of the latest
version of the International Standard Industrial Classification of All
Economic Activity (iSIC).!/ Modifications have been made in the ISIC to
permit the owner-occupancy of dwellings to be shown as a distinct kind

of activity and to allow for the sub-division of public administration and
defence (division 9l)._2/

50. This classification is applicable both to the establishment-type data
of Accounts II and to the data obtained from corporate and quasi-corporate
enterprises.

Considering the limited experience of countries in applying

an industrial classification to enterprises, however, the compilation of

such breakdowns may in fact prove impracticable. In any event, the detail
of the classification if applied to such data would need +0 be reduced
since the kinds of activities carried on by enterprises are as a rule more

varied than those of establishments.

:

.

:

51. Among the data for the public sector to be sho;wn according to kind
of activity are the gross output, grossidomestic product arid;-gross capital
formation of producers of government services:, and the factor incomes of
public corporate and quasi-corporate enterprises. The classification is

applied to the data from the production accounts of the producers of
government services,

which taken together form the bulk of general

government, but it is not used in connection with the income and outlay
and capital finance transactions of general government.
The reason

for this, of course, is that a government's receipts and financial
decisions can be attributed only to a given level of general government,
for example the central government or state and local governments, and

not to component bodies such as individual departments.

52-

:

The old SNA, by comparison, employs the industrial classification

only for gross domestic product and capital formation. It is of interest
to note that many countries have found it difficult to apply the classifica
tion to government services. As a result, these countries, which include

Chile, Colombia, Denmark, India, the Netherlands, the Philippines, the
Union of South Africa and the United'States, treat general government in

the industrial classification of domestic product as if it were a single,

1/ Series M, No. 4 Rev.2, United Nations, New:York, 1968.
2/ See table 5.2, pages 84-85, of SNA.
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separate kind of economic activity.

In some cases, as in the United States,

even government enterprises are covered under this single headingThe
formal separation in the new SNA of public industries from the producers

of government services and the use of a simplified industrial classification
scheme for the latter should make compliance easier.

53. The SNA also provides a standard scheme for classifying the "broad
purposes of government activity, l/ The summary headings of this scheme,
which are in turn further divided in the full classification, are as

followss (l) general public services, (2) defence, (3) education, U)
health, (5) social security and welfare services, (6) housing and community
amenities, (7) other community and social services, (8) economic services,
and (9) other purposes.

Whereas the kind-of-activity classification groups

together various types of data for activities that are similar as regards
the class of goods and services produced and their use, cost structure and
technology, the government purpose classification is concerned with the
ends for which activities are carried on as determined by political bodies.
Thus, certain data classified under different headings in the first

classification would be grouped together in the second if they all served

the same purpose. The purpose classification is applied to the outlays
of the producers of government services or the organs of general government,
but not to public enterprises. Specifically, i+ is used to distinguish
the different purposes served by final consumption expenditures and
capital formation of the producers of government services, and by such
general government outlays as subsidies, transfer payments and loans.
These last-named transactions will ordinarily have to be classified on an
individual basis, assuming that their purposes oan be identified from
accounting records. In the former SNA, use of a (broader) purpose classi
fication is made only in connection with final government consumption
and current transfers to households and private non-profit institutions.

54.

To facilitate the conversion of data classified by kind of economic

activity into data classified "by purpose, both schemes contain categories

cross-classified according to activity and purpose.

As a result, the

summary (but not the detailed) categories of the purpose classification
can be related to the detailed categories of the industrial classification.
55.

The new classification seeks to distinguish systematically between

the objectives of (i) serving the community as a whole, for example general

public services,

defence, community development and sanitary services,

(ii) furnishing services to households, for example, education, health
and housing, and (iii) promoting economic activity. Furthermore, the
categories involving services to households have been divided as far as

possible to distinguish between services usually rendered on an individual
basis and those furnished collectively.

56.

A standard purpose classification is also provided for non-profit

bodies serving households.

Inasmuch as this classification too distinguishes

between education, health, welfare services, recreational and cultural

services, etc, data on expenditures for each of these purposes by *>th
sectors together can readily be obtained.
1/ See table 5-3, pages 87-89 of SNA.

Moreover, the final consumption

,
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expenditures of households are broken down by. purpose according to a '
standard scheme aligned with the other ,t.wo purpose classifications. It"
therefore "becomes possible to compile data on the total consumption" of' ":
the populate on of such services as education, health, recreation and

housing, irrespective of the sector responsible for the outlays, because
institutional arrangements for the provision or financing of such services
differ markedly, the private/public .outlays will of course be more"'"
comparable internationally than those of. the separate sectors..

57.

The present classification resembles, closely the so-called functional

classification of the manual, from whioh, in fact, it has been derived. ;
The manual, scheme consists of five broad divisions (general services,

community services, social services,, economic services and unallocable"
items;, sub-divided into categories roughly, related to- the IS1C\
This

classification is intended to be applied to various transactions of central
..and state and local governments, inclusive of government enterprises,/ ' The

,1 act that pertain data for these enterprises are classified, by .purpose' is a

departure from SNA, where the industrial classification is used in this'

connection.

As in SNA, the classification is employed to distinguish the

different purposes served by outlays on.final, consumption and capital
formation as well as by subsidies,. transfers and loans.

'58. ^..standard purpose classifications recommended by the'United Nations

in the manual and old SNA have done much to spread the practice of preparing
such breakdowns of public expenditures, either after the completion of the

budgetary,process or as an integral part of *he budget presentation and'

review.

As mi.ght be expected, ; the classification is more.commonly applied

..to data for the central government., than state and local governments. ' But
the^number of countries using a purpose classification for all levels of
government is^growing steadily. Thus, India and" New, Zealand,' which'";' " '

already., classify their central government transactions according to purpose,
are now extending the classification to lower levels of government.'

59.

The fact that the purpose classification helps to bridge the ^ap

f!f!^ th! Bim*al**d^ «>d development plans is one important reason
or

»^n!re!
SnT/n SUCh a treakd0™ °f expenditures, The conventional
administrative'' budget is drawn up. to ensure the legal accountability

of the .administrative units whose expenses are itemized/ Although in the

process of framing SUch a budget some attention is necessarily gfven to

the purposes for which funds are bein^ appropriated, unless the expendi-

1ZIL

"V

baSi° tUdg6t doc™en* are also arranged according to the

purposes served irrespective of the organizational units legally responsible

for disbursements, a full and ciear picture of the aims Qf ^^^

activity dpes not emerge. It.is only after the data have bfen put ?nto
fT n%io
^ ^f 'hat tud^eta^ Visions can be related meaning-,
national development goals.
' '
■
:"
60, Preoccupation with fitting t.He annual budget into the planning framework

tLllt as
S°meprepared
°OUntfV'
inoludi«g ^kistan and Malaysia, to parts,
divid" r.heir
for legislative approval into two major
j
p, one
ZTet
^fh deIeloprn* e^endi*—'
e^endi*— *.
* other
th with ordinary
a xpenditures, Thxs praotaoe derives from the older one of showing a separate

E/ uN
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capital budget.

In Malaysia, development expenditures corresponds roughly

to capital outlays, tut military expenditure and certain other non

capital items are also Covered under this needing*

61.

,

THe purpose classification is also an essential feature of programme

and prefoSLnce budget

in thl* iur<a oi opting, tho ^r^.ot government

departments is divided up as far as possible into distinc Programmes or

smaller work segments With an identifiable ana measurable end product, the

obfect ^to compare the physical results with the costs incurred so that
performance can be Judged.

As an example, forest services might be split

up into programmes concerned with forest protection ano ufa°» *h® f^1^*1°
of'lands for forests, brush disposal, roads and trails, and so on; or the

functions of an internal revenue service might be dividec up into, general

administration, tax collection, auditing of returns, r3C°;fj^^f' ^ .

rulings and other legal activities, etc.

S£S£S£
eX^oSam^! t S
for particular e^ds can'be evaluated.

Beyond this,

activities more

Expenses arranged yprpo- are

useful starting point for applying the teohniiues of piopa»

^d

develbpment plans are concerned,with achieving, certain ph^l°al *««?*"

the public sector, for instance,. laying so^any mxlea^of f ad, er cting

T1 ^^^rL^Lfn^^tiv-^
Lffni^^tiv^ aare carried on
if ofsimf to uWthS techniques of prga
programme and PP-fo-ance
Lfif
l
term
ot

budgeting to measure nro^s -'-owaeds many of These goal? m term, ot
physioal

accomplishment ao well

ad money uo.Jc,

Where a «■>—--**- ^t>1:.p.= these techniques on a wide front, a much

TO.
64.

sts

Kffi PUBLIC SECTOR BT TEE SYSTOM AS ADAPffi.D TO rEVEICPDIG COUHTOIES

Because the developing nations differ; fro*

tneir statistical capabilities,

economic ciro^B
classifications for

•ove

the

suitaointy

ox

xn«

^ww^x*,^,

—

—-■

use by these countries, certain modifications are suggested in SKA. both
simplifications and additions,,

...
■

.

-

.

[

- . ■

ft
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65.
A "basic feature of the adaptation is a set of supplementary accoun+s,
identified as Accounts IV, V and VI, designed to highlight particular
developments of special interest to themOnly Accounts VI, which are
concerned directly with the public sector, need be considered here.
The

other two

are broadly comparable to

the Accounts II and III already

described but focus on selected geographical areas (e.g. areas of traditional
interest or those posing special problems or apportunities) and key kinds

of economic activity (e«g» important branches of agriculture, mining and

manufacturing).
66.

The Class VI accounts consist of (i) production accounts for public

enterprises collectively and for the producers of government

services and

(ii) consolidated income and outlay and capital finance accoun+s for the
whole public sector as well as accounts for public corporate and quasi-

corporate enterprises and general government separatelya
are reproduced in the Appendix).

(These accounts

67The compilation of these accounts should prove of great value where
the public sector plays a leading role in the economy.
Some countries

may wish to go further and provide separate income and outlay and capital
finance accounts for their public non-financial enterprises, public financial
institutions, central government, state and local government, and social
security funds.
In any event, it would be useful to provide a breakdown
into public and private establishments of some of the data Called for by
the standard supporting tables, e.g. the data on gross domestic product

by kind of economic activity (table l), on the gross output and input of

industries (table 3), on the composition of capital formation (table 7)>
and on employment (table 10).

The information in the accounts and tables

would then reveal the kinds of goods and services supplied by public bodies
of every description and the productive resources to which the public
authorities laid claim, the manner of financing production, the contribution
to inflation or deflation, the sector1s role in generating employment and
income and in income redistribution,

68.

and so

forth.

The compilation of these data should also prove extremely helpful

in coordinating the activities of government bodies,

whatever their nature,

within the framework of a development plan.
Where the managements of large
public corporations and semi-autonomous government enterprises have wide
latitude in their choice of production, investment and financial policies,
it is possible that they may work at cross-purposes with legislative

bodies*
Moreover, effective centralized control over their policies is
difficult where comprehensive information on major facets of their
operations is not made available to the responsible authorities.
In some
countries the

tendency

to allow these organizations to

go

their own way

and/or shortcomings in their reporting may partially frustrate the
governments intentions as expressed in its official plans or budgets,-

'Appendix

APPENDIX

VI.

ACCOUNTS FUR THE PUBLIC SECTOR

'"A*"

Account la.

1.3.1

1.3.2

Production 'Accounts

"

*

Production account — public'enterprises

'Intermediate consumption
Compensation of employees
Operating surplus

>1»1

r

Less Subsidies

Characteristic products "oiTkind of
activity of the public

.1O3

1.3.3 Consumption of fixed'capital
l«3-4''Indirect taxes
1.3.5

"

enterprises

Other products of the"publip'i '"*
enterprises

'

'

,.' .

"r

"

■

Gross input

Gross output

# ''Production account —"producers of" government services

102.2
1.3«1

1.3.3

1.3-4'

Intermediate consumption
Compensation of employees

Consumption'of'fixed'capital
Indirect taxes

1.1.5

Services produced for' own use
ITon-commodity sales''
Commodities produced

1.1.4

1.1.2

Gross input

Bo'

Gross output

Income arid Outlay and Capital Finale Account:. ■

a« ■ Public^sector (consolidated)
j.ncome

3-2-20
3-4.6

Government final consumption

"^t"'*(l*)
^p(b.l
Property income '
1»

3.5-1
3o3*5

3.6.4
3-6*5
3o6,8

Interest

3Rent
Casualty insurance claims
Subsidies

Social security benefits
Social assistance grants
Unfunded employee welfare
benefits

3.6-9

Current transfers n.e.c, to:

and 11

1.

Residents

2<>

The rest of the world

3.7.1

Saving (5.7a)

Disbursements

ana

■■■
.account

Operating ^surplus of public

3-4.

3.3 = 4
3-6.1

'" enterprises ~(la'o72')

"'""

"

Property income
-■■"
.■ j. .■" Interest ■"■'■■■ ' "
''
2o' 'Dividends
" *
"
" """"""
3.
Rent
Net casualty insurance premiums
Indirect taxes
Direct taxes
Compulsory i'ees, fines and
penalties

3*6.3
3.6.7
3.6.10
and 12

Social security contributions
Unfunded employee contributions
imputed

Current transfers nae.c from:
lo

_2_._

Residents

ghg__rest of the world
Receipts
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VI.

ACCOUNTS KR THE PUBLIC SECTOR (continued)
Income and Outlay and Capital Finance Accounts (continued)

B,

a,

Public sector (consolidated) (continued)
Account 5..

5»2»^
5.2.6
5.7.4

Increase in stocks
Gross fixed capital formation ^
Purchases of land and in tang—

and 5

ible assets n.e.c. net

Capital

5.7.1

Saving (3.7-1)

5.7.6

Capital transfers, net from: _

5.3.3

5.7.8

'5.8.I

5.8.2

(la.3.3+1^+3.3)

1.

2O

.

Residents

The. rest, of the world

Net borrowing (5*7-8)

[ /

...1

Finance, of gross accumulation

accumulation

Net borrowing (5-7.9)

5.9.2

Currency and transferable deposits

5.9.3

Other

Currency and transferable

5.9.4

deposits .
Bills and bonds,

5.9.5

Bonds,

"Gold

.

depo si ts

5.9.6

5.8.3

Other

5.8.4

Bills,

and bonds,

5.8.5

Bonds,

long-term

5,8.6

Corporate equity securities,

deposits
short-term

including capital participa
5*8.7

Short-term loans n.e.o.

5.8.8

Long-term

5.8.11

Trade credit and advances

loans

n.e.c.

5c8«12 O+her financial assets

short-term

long-term

■_
:,. ,

Corporate equity securities,..

_:

including capital p.articij?.a+.iq.ok.

5.9.7

Short-term

5^9.8

Long-term

5.9.9

Net equity of households on life

tions

and 13-

.

Consumption of fixed capital

5.7.9
Gross

finance account

5»9.11

loans n.e.c.
loans, n.e.c,, .v

. .

. .. .

insurance reserves and on pension

'funds
Trade

credit and advances

5.9.12 Other liabilities

and 13

■

Net acquisition of finanoial
assets plus net borrowing

Net incurrence of liabilities^.
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ACCO0JfTSrFOE:THE-PUBLIC. SECTOR, (continued)

^':^^'~^ ^^-^d C&^.t^l Finance Accounts (continued)

— bv Corporate and' ^asi^orp"arate^public enterprises
Account.3.

Income and outlay account

Withdrawals from ^entrepre

Operating surplus of public

neurial income of qua*
corpora+e enterprises

3-4.6

3.4.7

Property income
1. .Interest
...
2O
3.

3.5.
3.5.

Dividends
Rent

. .'.

Net casualty insurance premiums

Casualty ineursna© claims

3.6.

Direct, taxes

'

.

3.6.
Fines and penalties.
3.6. 8_,, Unfunded employee welfare

3.6. 11

3.7.

3.5.3

enterprises (la.3.2*)

Property income
!->
Interest
2.
Dividends
3.
Rent

Net casualty insurance premiums
Casualty insurance claims
3.6,7 Unfunded employee welfare con
tribution's imputed
3.6.12 Current transfers n.e.c.
3.5-2

benefits

pu^rent transfers. n..e.c,

Account 5,

5,«_2..5.. __In.crease_in. stocks

5-2.6
5»7*4

and 5

Fixed capital formation
Purehasesof"land and
ible assets neeoc net

5*3.3
5.7.6

5*7-9
Gross accumulation

Currency, and transferable •
deposits ofi

io

'

Monetary institutions'

iirt "-■Otner •■.-...

Other deposits

Bills and bonds, short-terra
5.8

Bonds,

long-term

..

Corporate equity securities,
including capital participa
tions

5.i

Short-term loans n.eoc

.8
Long-term loans n.e.o
5.8 .11 Trade credit and advances

Consumption-'of fixed capital

Capital transfers, net
Net borrowing-(5.7.8)

Finance of gross accumulation

le£jborrpwing (5 * 7 ♦

-fltl^,:...:. .:..;:. ....

...Saving. (3..7-.1)

-Currency and transferable deposits

5.9.3. ..Other deposits
5.9.4 Bills and bonds, shor-fe-term
^•9*5 Bonds, long-term

5-9-6

5-9.7

5*9.8

5«9.9

Corporate 'equity securities,
■
including capital participations
Short-term loans n.e.c.

Long-term loans n.e.c.

Net equity of households on life
insurance reserves and on pension ■
funds

.

5-9.11 Trade credit advances

5.9.12 Other liabilities
and 13

Other financial asse-ha

Net acquisition of financial
assets plus net borrowing

■

Net iricurrence of liabilities

.

,
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ACCOUNTS FOR THE PUBLIC SECTOR (continued)

. vi.

B. Income and Outlay and Capital Finance Accounts (continued/
o. General government (consolidated)
?
o - Account :3.■Income-and outlay account

3.3.2-. Operating'surplus (la.3.2 ft)

3.2, 20 Final co.nsumpti-Qn expenditure
3.4

6

3.4.5

(lb.1.5)

income of quasi-corporate enter-

Property income

. . - - - . prises )■
■ ■ ■
■.■ - ■
3.4L7 Property income

.„„!•. -. Interest.. ... .

3.5-1
3.3
3.6
3.6
3.6

3=

Rent,

Net

casualty

insurance

:

pre

miums

Subsidies

Social

security benefits

Social assistance
Unfunded

grants

employee welfare

3-7.1

Current

transfers

n.e.c.

1.

Residents

2.

The- rest of the world

2.

Dividends

3.

Rent

;:
'

'

.

3.3.4

Indirect

taxes

,

1.

Import duties

:

2.

Othel?; indirect

3.6.2
:
3.6.3
3.6,7

Saving (5-7.1)

Interest

Casualty insurance claims

3.6.1

tos

1.

;

3.5.2

'

benefits

3.6.9

Withdrawals from entrepreneurial

taxes

Direct taxes
1.
Direct taxes

on income

2.

n.e.c.

Direct

taxes

Compulsory fees, fines and penalties
Social security contributions
Unfunded employee'welfare con~
tributions

3.6.10 Current

imputed

transfers

n.e.c.

1.

Residents

2.

The rest of the world

from:,

Receipts

Disbursements

Account 5»

.5.7-'!

5.2.5

Increase

in stocks

5.2.6

Gross

5.7.4

Purchases .of land and

and 5

ible

fixed capital
assets n.e.c,

Capital finance account

formation
intang-

net

5-3.3

. ,. :

,5*7.;6
. .

Saving (3.7-1)

Consumption of fixed capital

(lb.3.3)

Capital transfers,
■■!.

2.

net from:

-Residents -

The rest of the world

3V7.9 'Net borrowing (5*7.8)
Gross

accumulation

5.7.

Net borrowing (5-7-9)

5.8,
5.8.
8.2

Gold

5.8.
5,8
5.8.

transferable

deposits

Other deposits

5.9.4

Bills

Central government ..

.5-3-5

Bonds,

Other-

5.9.7

Short-term

5.9.8

Long-term loans

deposits

i.

Finance of gross accumulation
Currency issued by Treasury and

5.9.3

Currency and

ii.

5.5.2

transferable

of.s

Other deposits

Bills, and,, bonds,
Bonds,

short-term

long-term

Corporate

equity.securities

.

and bonds,

short-term

long-term
loans

n.e.c.

n.e.c.

5.9.11 Trade credit and advances
5.9.12 Other'liabilities

and

13

including capital- participa
tions

5.8. 7

Loans,

n.e.c.

and

5.8, 10 -P-roprie-toTs* net-additions
■ to accumulation of quasicorporate

enterprises

5.8, 12-Other financial assets
and 13
Net acauisition of financial
assets plus net borrowing

Net incurrence of liabilities

